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Recent Progress of Femtosecond Lasers and Their Applications to

Material Processing

Katsumi Midorikawa

Recent progress of femtosecond solid-state lasers and their applications to various material

processing are reviewed. There has been remarkable progress in the development of high-peak-

power femtosecond lasers. Ultrashort Ti:sapphire lasers based on Kerr-lens mode locking and

chirped pulse amplification produces femtosecond pulses with terawatt peak powers on a single

optical table. Compact femtosecond sources using Er-doped optical fibers and periodically poled

lithium niobate have an large impact on many ultrafast applications. Applications of those

femtosecond sources to a variety ofmaterials processing are also presented. Potential advantages

of using femtosecond pulses in material processing over longer nano- and picosecond laser pulses

are discussed.

Keywords .'femtosecond lasers, ultrashort pulse lasers, laser processing
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3. Characteristics of material processing with femtosecond lasers

3.1 Multiphoton absorption and energy relaxation

Generally, required parameters for nanosecond laser ablation are

wavelength and fluence. In contrast, laser beam intensity as well as

time width of the pulse are important for femtosecond laser ablation.

This is because; the nonlinear process that absorption by a material

depends on the laser beam intensity plays an essential role x0>
.

When the energy of one photon is larger than ionization energy

and dissociation energy of a material, absorption of the photon changes

the state of the material. In this case, since absorption coefficient

does not depends on laser beam intensity, the number of ions and the

like increase in proportion to intensity. In contrast, when the final

state energy is larger than the energy of one photon, multiphoton

absorption which is absorption of plural of photons is caused as

increasing in laser intensity. In this case, typically, the number of

photons required for transition is n, so absorption coefficient is

proportional to n power of beam intensity I.

When a free electron is generated once by such multiphoton

absorption, the electron is accelerated in the laser field to gain

kinetic energy and collides with ambient atoms and ions to additionally

generate secondary electrons. Thus, the process that an electron is

multiplied like an avalanche is called avalanche ionization In
. When

the pulse width of the laser is around. 100 fs or shorter, influence

of direct photo ionization by the laser field no longer is ignored

compared with avalanche ionization by electron collision.
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A free electron generated in such process reaches the thermal

equilibrium state within 100 fs and faster due to collision. The energy

accumulated within the electron system is released as a phonon an the

picosecond order to excite the lattice vibration in a solid m
. The

energy of the lattice vibration is diffused into the solid as heat.

Then the energy injected with the laser is first occurred as a rise

in temperature of a processed material. The subsequent heat

distribution to surroundings is determined by inherent thermodynamic

property of the material.

3.2 Localized heating with high-speed energy injection

The biggest characteristic of material processing with

femtosecond lasers is that it is capable of energy injection in a very

short time compared to the thermal diffusion time of the material. On

this account, the irradiated laser energy can be used effectively

without any losses to outside of the irradiated region 13r
.

The diffusion coefficient of the material is ri and the pulse

width of the laser is D, so the thermal diffusion length in laser

irradiation LD is given by the formula; LE> = (Drl) 1/2. Where, D = kT

/ pCp, and kT is thermal conductivity, p is density and Cp is heat

capacity 14)
. Table 1 shows the diffusion coefficient of various

materials. The thermal diffusion length LD is around 10 nm at 1 ps even

in a metal having large diffusion coefficient, and thus it is found

that the thermal diffusion during laser irradiation can be ignored as

long as the pulse width is picosecond or shorter.
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Table 1 Thermal diffusion coefficient of various materials

Material

C (Graphite)

Glass

3.3 Prevention of plasma-shielding

As mentioned above, by irradiating the pulse laser on the solid

surface, plasma is generated by linear or nonlinear absorption as a

clue . The generated plasma is discharged outward from the solid surface .

The density of this plasma is rapidly decreased from solid density to

atmospheric pressure or a vacuum in near solid surface. When the pulse

width of the irradiated laser is adequately long compared to the time

for generating this plasma, the frequency of the plasma and the

irradiated laser are balanced. It is shielded in the so-called a

critical density region, and thus the laser beam is no longer allowed

to get in. This is so-called plasma-shielding. Critical density is

given by the formula; nC = me U)
z

/ 47Te 2 (in cgs units) . Where, me is

the electron' s mass, 0) is laser frequency and e is charge of an electron.

The critical density is around 10 21 cm3 for visible to near-infrared

wavelength.

The expansion rate Vp when the plasma generated on the solid

surface by laser beam irradiation is expanded outward from the surface

is given by the formula; Vp =
( zkBT / mj )

1/2 15)
. Where, z is ion valency,

kBT is plasma temperature and mj is a mass of an ion. When plasma

temperature is several tens eV, Vp is 10 6 cm/s, and thus by using the

ultrashort pulsed laser of 1 picosecond or shorter, it is found that
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the loss by absorbing irradiated laser energy with this expanding plasma

can be prevented.

3.4 Localized material processing with nonlinear effect

Employing nonlinear effect is another major characteristic of the

femtosecond laser. When said multigrid absorption triggers ablation

etc., slight difference of the laser intensity shows large changes at

the vicinity of the threshold level. As shown in Figure 6, a laser beam

generally has a gauss type spatial intensity distribution. When such

laser pulse is focused and irradiated to a transparent material, only

limited region within the laser beam will reach the threshold intensity

to cause a reaction. As a result, it provides a material processing

at any position within three-dimensional space with a smaller size than

the spot size 16>
.

Figure 6 Spatial shape of focused laser beam and material processing

region exceeding threshold intensity

4. Observation of ultra high-speed phase change

It is very important to know about thermal diffusion and energy

relaxation time which are specific to each material for elucidating

a mechanism of femtosecond ablation. Von derLinde et al. clarified

recently that a change from solid phase to liquid phase is occurred

in picosecond order by observing phase change on the solid surface by

the pump-probe method with femtosecond laser.

Figure 7 shows that measuring the second harmonics and the
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reflectivity at the surface of GaAs, when the laser beam with fluence

of 0.75 J/cm2 and pulse width of 100 fs is irradiated on its surface

12)
. The second harmonic signal is sharply decreased, while the

reflectivity is increased by irradiating femtosecond laser within just

around 100 fs. Since the fluence of the laser beam is lower than the

threshold level of the laser ablation, this phenomenon can not be

explained only by a conventional thermal relaxation process considering

that it takes time in picosecond order to transmit to the lattice

vibration by changing of the energy of the laser beam into a phonon.

In this case, it has been considered that the high density electron-hole

plasma is generated directly by linear absorption of the laser beam/,

and thus a rapid phase change from solid phase to liquid phase is

occurred.

Linde et al. are further observing changes of the surface

condition with a time-resolved microscope using pump-probe method.

Figure 8 shows a change in the surface condition after irradiating the

laser pulse on Si surface with 0.47 J/cm2 and 120 fs 17) . The

electron-hole plasma is generated within 1 ps, and liquefaction is

caused as a result to increase the reflectivity of the irradiated region

and it shines brightly. After around 1 ns, a ring by the light is

generated through expansion and cooling. Generation of this ring shows

that the refractive index in the irradiated region changes greatly.

It darkens overall after 75 ns because of being solidified by cooling.

As a result of observing the shape of the Si surface with an electron

microscope at this time, it became clear that the surface is hollowed
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almost uniformly with several tens nm over the whole irradiated region

.

Ultimate shape of the surface varies by material.

Figure 7 Change of optical reflectance and the second harmonic intensity

against the time difference between pimp laser and probe laser 12>

Figure 8 Change of Si surface condition after femtosecond laser

irradiation 17)

5. Ablation of various materials

5.1 Ablation of dielectric

Femtosecond laser ablation of transparent (that is, having large

band gap) dielectric materials is described here.

As for the transparent optical materials such as a quartz, the

damage threshold level by the laser beam is examined in detail. It is

known that when the laser pulse width is longer than 10 picoseconds,

the level is proportional to the one half power of the pulse width 18)
.

The laser energy provided to a free electron should be transferred

to lattice vibration so that the ablation is occurred. The time constant

of energy transfer from this electron system to the lattice vibration

system is in picosecond order. Therefore, when the pulse width is

shorter than one picosecond, the threshold level of the laser ablation

deviates widely from the one half power law. Also, when the pulse width

is shorter than 100 fs, field strength is increased and contribution

of a photo ionization process can not be ignored 19)
.

In actual material processing, in the case of nanosecond pulse,
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a molten phase is formed at the outside of the irradiated region due

to thermal diffusion. Thus, when optical materials such as quartz or

glass are processed, it is a large problem that cracks around the

processed hole are generated by heat stress with this molten phase.

In contrast, by using femtosecond laser, generation of these cracks

can be avoided.

Additionally, since generated density of electrons depends

greatly on field strength in the region where the pulse width becomes

short and mainly multiphoton ionized, it can also process the shape

which is smaller than the focused spot size 16)
.

Figure 9 Temperature distribution in the depth direction in gold thin

film (100 nm) to pulse width of laser.

Laser fluence is 500 mJ/cm2 at this time. Where, mp is melting point

and bp is boiling point of gold 14>
.

5.2 Metal ablation

For the case of metals, ablation can not be caused with visible

to near- infrared lasers such as a titanium sapphire laser in low

intensity for reflection with plasma oscillation of free electrons.

However, when the laser intensity becomes 10 10 W/cm2 or larger,

multiphoton absorption triggers generation of plasma, and the plasma

absorbs further laser energy. As for metals, unlike in the case of

dielectrics, absorption of laser energy is limited only to around the

nearest surface in the skin depth region on the state before generation

of plasma due to the skin effect. For example, skin thickness is only
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3 nm in wavelength of 1 //m. Figure 9 shows that, calculating the

temperature change in a thin film of metal with picosecond pulse laser

irradiation when it is supposed that the absorption length is 3 nm i4)
.

According to Figure 9, by using ultrashort pulse of picosecond or shorter,

it is found that it can rise the temperature around the irradiated region

up to over the sublimation point with scarcely losing irradiated laser

energy due to heat conduction. In contrast, when pulse length becomes

long, since thermal energy is diffused into adequately broad region

for the irradiated region, the temperature does not much rise. Thus,

in material processing with nanosecond laser, the molten phase surrounds

the outside of the laser irradiation region, and because of high

viscosity of this molten phase, projections are formed onto and around

the hole after ablation 20)
.

Figure 10 shows that measuring changes in processing speed against

pulse width by changing the thickness of stainless steel. Where,

repetition frequency of the laser beam is 1 kHz, and the irradiation

fluence is 12 J/cm2
. When the thickness of the.stainless steel is around

1 mm and thicker, it is found that short pulse laser of 1 ps and shorter

is effective 2i)
.

Figure 10 Relation between laser pulse width and breakthrough time in

stainless steel different in the thickness 21)
.

5.3 Biological tissues and special materials processing

It is also vary effective that it is influenced slightly by thermal

diffusion in material processing of biologically-related materials,
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which are required to restrain stress and shock to around the processing

region .

Figure 11 shows that surface state of tooth enamel after

irradiating laser pulses of pulse width of 350 fs and 1.4 ns at 10 Hz

21>
. Where, wavelength of the laser is 1 //m. In nanosecond laser, it

is found that there are cracks on the surface due to shock and heat

stress caused by dielectric breakdown at the surface. In contrast, in

the femtosecond laser processing, there is no influence of thermal

diffusion toward the outside irradiated region and the irradiated region

is very cleanly removed.

Moreover, in this experiment, it is shown that the temperature

change when laser pulse is irradiated at ablation speed of 1 ^m/pulse

on a tooth sample 1 mm thick 21)
. In the nanosecond laser processing,

the temperature linearly rises with time, while in the femtosecond laser

processing, the temperature scarcely rises. This temperature rise

becomes a pressure wave (shock) momentarily and transmits to a nerve

cell to cause a pain. Thus, it is said that it provides a painless

treatment by using femtosecond laser.

It is also expected that the characteristics of material

processing with femtosecond laser which has low thermal load and shock

can be effective for cutting processing of explosible chemical materials

.

Figure 12 shows one of the examples 21)
. What is shown in Figure 12 is

that a condition after cutting an explosive PETN having diameter of

6 mm and thickness of 2 mm with the laser of 100 fs and 0 . 5 ns . In the

laser of 0.5 ns, it is reported that ignition is caused by thermal load.
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Figure 11 Ablation of tooth enamel with laser irradiation

(a) 1.4ns, 30 J/cm2
, (b)350 fs, 3J/cm2 21)

Figure 12 Cutting explosible pellet with laser (a) Femtosecond laser,

(b) Nanosecond laser 211

5.4 Reforming of transparent materials

Since transparent optical materials such as quartz glass,

sapphire and various optical fibers have large band gap compared to

visible and near infrared photon energy, it is difficult to process

with a laser, however, demand for the fine processing has grown

increasingly these days. Three-dimensional processing and reforming

of these materials by using nonlinear effect caused by femtosecond laser

have been actively attempted recently. An example of reforming of

optical materials using nonlinear effect is introduced here.

When a laser beam having long pulse such as nanosecond laser is

irradiated onto an optical material, self-focusing is caused by Kerr

effect at the strength of exceeding 10 12 W/cm2
, and it leads to dielectric

breakdown to cause permanent damage. In contrast, when femtosecond

pulse laser is used, the surface and the inside of the optical material

can be reformed without damage. This is because, as explained in 5.1,

when pulse width becomes short, dielectric breakdown is hardly caused,

and thus multiphoton excitation etc. can be caused easily by high beam

intensity to be able" to change compose state of an element composing

the material

.

Figure 13 shows' an example that repeatedly irradiating a titanium
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sapphire laser of 1 kHz at 110 fs from one end of a quartz fiber to

reform its central part 22)
. When laser intensity reaches the threshold

level at this time, self-focusing and self-defocusing with ionization

are balanced to cause transmission of laser pulse with keeping constant

spot size, that is so-called channeling. When the region where this

channeling occurred is observed with a microscope, it is identified

that the region of diameter of 5 jtfm is reformed uniformly over 10 mm.

On the other hand, Figure 14 shows an example of reforming with

multiphoton absorption at a little lower intensity. Uniform linear

reforming is performed by scanning focal position of the glass inside

23)
^

Figure 13 (a) formation of plasma channeling in an optical fiber and

(b) its optical reforming thereby with femtosecond laser 22)
.

Figure 14 Writing of a wave guide to various glass inside with

femtosecond laser 23 *.


